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Week #3 – May 29th, 2017 

2:55-3:10 -Transition from school to Bridgehead:  

1) Discuss with Jimmy which Need he wants to write down or “celebrate” this week. 

2) To ensure understanding, prompt Jimmy by asking him to tell you a story of something that 

happened that day which made him feel happy or relaxed. 

3) Then go through the Need Cards together to discover which need being met was at the root of 

Jimmy feeling happy or relaxed in that moment. 

3:15-3:45 – Exploring Needs and Making a Needs Vocabulary  

Objective: To increase Jimmy’ Needs vocabulary and to create tools and visuals for him to use in the 

home when these needs require addressing. 

 

1) Using blank cards help Jimmy write down up to 10 universal needs he has. To help the 

brainstorming process, ask Jimmy to try and think of different events or situations that make 

him happy or unhappy and discuss which Need is at the root of those feelings.  

2) Have Jimmy think of and draw out a scenario on the Show Me app that goes along with this 

need being met, or unfulfilled.  

3) To help Jimmy understand his needs when he is on his own as well as with others; write the 

name of the need on each card, and based on each scenario, choose a visual or symbol that 

Jimmy can associate with that need, and draw it on the card.  

4) To increase engagement and understanding, using the Popplet app to create a visual with Jimmy 

including the needs and visuals that are on his card. This visual can then be saved and used in 

the home as reference by others as well if need be. (see attached in e-mail) 

5) With extra time, on some separate blank cards, brainstorm with Jimmy some things his family 

members do that can lead to him feeling unhappy or that don’t match up with his needs. 

6) After writing them on the cards, ask Jimmy if he would be willing to experiment or “do some 

detective work”  in the next week by asking his family members what needs they have that 

make them act that way, because that is an important part of solving his problems.   

3:50-4:05 – Break 

4:05 – 4:20 – Feelings Thermometer  

Objective:  To increase emotional awareness by using a visual tool to decipher whether or not Jimmy is 

calm enough in certain situations to problem solve in an effective way. 

1) Introduce the Feelings Thermometer to Jimmy 
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2) Explain how Calm-Alert is in the middle of the thermometer because it’s where we can 

feel balanced, calm, focused, and present. It’s where we can think clearly. When are emotions 

are too hot or too cold from a situation, it’s hard to tell people what we need.  

3) Make a connection with Jimmy inking the colours of temperatures on the thermometer to the 

Zones of Regulation Program. 

4) Using the feeling thermometer template, ask Jimmy to put a token on which temperature he 

associates with the phrases, or scenarios 

5) Then have Jimmy describe a scenario from his own life where he feels either blue, red, or green. 

4:20-4:26 – Transition from Bridgehead to Bus Stop  

1) Discuss with Jimmy the difference between getting what we want using non-violent 

communication and getting what we need.  

2) Explain that NVC helps Jimmy get what he needs and feel fulfilled but not always in the way he 

originally wanted.  

3) To help understanding give Jimmy an example about a conflict where he gets exactly what he 

originally wanted, but it leaves the other person’s needs unfulfilled.  (He pushes Cameron for 

not listening to him, fulfilling his want to be listened to, but now Cameron’s  need for Safety and 

Protection isn’t being met)  

4) Then give Jimmy an example of a conflict where he can get what he needs even though it wasn’t 

originally what he wanted. (Getting autonomy to get dressed in the morning by his mom 

offering it, while his mom’s need for being on time is still met.)  

5) Discuss with Jimmy the importance of everyone’s needs being met, and how if only one person 

leaves a situation feeling better, it is not a solved problem, and can actually lead to more 

problems. 

------------------------------------------------NOTES-------------------------------------------------------------- 

-When discussing the feelings thermometer, Jimmy and I had a dialogue about when Cameron is 

hurting or bothering him. He used this as a “red zone” example on the thermometer. He talked 

about how he usually solves the problem, which he explained is either fighting or yelling at 

Cameron, which he said made him “pay attention”. 

-Within this dialogue, I validated that is how he solves his problem now, but repeated that that is 

exactly why we’re practicing a new way of problem solving where he calms down before solving his 

problems.  

-Jimmy explained that when he gets mad at Cameron, or Cameron is mad at him, Cameron follows 

or tackles him which he said makes him “too mad”. 

- By the end of this dialogue, we reached a point where Jimmy decided to tell Cameron (when 

exemplifying this however, he used a mock yelling voice) to stop following him and he would tell his 

mom and then use his calm down tools.  
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-Jimmy used the imagery of a thunder storm to explain when he gets “too mad”. 

-I explained to Jimmy that it was likely that if he asked his mom or dad for the calm down toolbox, 

they would help him with his need for safety and protection and help to get Cameron to stop 

following  or hurting him so he can calm down. 

- Jimmy was very engaged in drawing scenarios to match his needs. However, I transitioned into 

verbally talking through scenarios about when his needs are most important due to time being 

limited.  

-Jimmy disclosed that a time he needs love and affection is when his dad is angry at him or his 

brother. 

-Jimmy disclosed a time he needs protection and safety is when we play a game where he dodges 

pretend fire. With prompting to find a time he needs protection outside of play he chose when he 

and Cameron are fighting.  

-In this dialogue, he said he feels okay fighting Cameron, but not when Cameron hurts him back. 

Jimmy then seemed conflicted when I asked questions about he feels when fighting Cameron. I 

asked if he felt okay or happy fighting his brother and he briefly said no, then went on to explain 

what currently happens when he gets mad or they fight, no that he did or did not dislike it.  

-When asked if he feels better after fighting or yelling at Cameron, he said no. I used this as an 

opportunity again to mention that is why we’re practicing this new way of solving problems, and 

why he has a calm down box.  


